
Made 
in

Italy

co-injection

we use a sophisticated “co- injection” 
technology, a simultaneous use of a solid and 
cosmetic skin with a structured foamed rigid 
core, producing a solid shape. These chairs 
have outstanding performances in durability, 
with long lasting life, and extreme ease of 
maintenance.

Material: composite multi-layer techno-
polymer fiberglass reinforced, zinc hardware.

stacking and 
interlocking chair

Chiavari
by drake

• extra strong
• extra light weight
• extra UV resistant
• interlocking
• easy handling 
• easy maintenance
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Chiavari (aka Chiavarina)
stacking chair 

Drake Chiavari stacking chairs have been re-engineered 
from the ground-up. The NEW MIX of techno-polymers 
they are made of, makes them exceptionally strong, sturdy, 
lightweight, easy to clean, maintain and transport. 
Every detail is perfectly defined with strong round bars 
even more appealing than the wood ones.

Chiavari by Drake are stacking and locking with a 
“click” to ease transportation.

flexibility by Design, the 
forgiving nature of the back of 
the chair gives it a comfort level 
unparalleled by wood at the 
same time the flexing back of 
the chair prevents the front legs 
from going up, henceforth people 
won’t “rock” the chairs as is so 
often a cause of injury and brea-
kage with other chairs.

indoor/outdoor, our Chiavari are weatherproof, UV pro-
tected, don’t need painting. They can be accessorized with 
different cushions and vinyl pads and can be safely used 
OUTDOORS with a set of LAWN SHOES that prevents 
them from sinking into the grass or sand.

Available in white, black , silver and gold. WEIGHT:     10 lbs

DIMENSIONS:
Seat:       16 x 16 x 18 h [in.]
Stack of 7: 17 x 26 x 88 h [in.]
Stack of 8: 17 x 27 x 96 h [in.]
Stack of 10: 17 x 28 x 113 h [in.]

stacking and locking with a “click” 

not wood... better than wood!!!



Chiavari Chairs 
Accessories

Shoes
by drake

the perfect look
comes from 

perfect details
bringing seating outdoors 

for breathtaking & unforgettable events



Chiavari shoes: secure chairs to a pallet

Our Chiavari shoes can be used to secure our Chiavari chairs to a wood 
pallet, for easier and secure transportation.
When one set of Chiavari shoes is screwed into a wood pallet, it secures 
the first chair of the stack to the pallet, preventing the chairs from sliding, 
keeping them firmly in place on the pallet. 
Use of additional strapping (not included) is suggested before moving  
a stack of chairs.

Chiavari shoes: no more sinking

Break the rules and move seating to locations that have always been 
traditionally difficult for chairs. Our chair shoes increase support for the 
chair legs on difficult ground, greatly reducing the sinking of the legs.
Whether on the beach, on a green at your favorite golf club, or simply  
on a backyard lawn, our support system lets you bring our classy Chiava-
ri chairs and your unforgettable events to a whole new level outdoors. 
Our Chiavari shoes are easy to deploy. Snap them onto the chair legs,  
no tools required, snap them off when finished.

Our Chiavari shoes do not interfere 
with the chairs ability to stack. 
Chairs can be collected, stacked, 
stored, moved and re-deployed 
without removing the shoes. 

Small holes in the supporting 
plate area, allow the lawn to breath, 
greatly minimizing any damage to it 
even with extended use of the chair 
on the grass.



Chiavari Chairs 
Accessories

Cushions
by drake

the perfect look
comes from 

perfect details
for breathtaking & unforgettable events



2” Quilted Entry Level 
Chiavari Cushion

2” quilted cushion in 100% 
non-removable preshrunk cotton, 
rich and perfectly shaped to match 
our Chiavari chairs. Attaches to the 
chair back legs with velcro straps. 

Available colors: white, black, beige, 
brown, red, burgundy

Optional: quilted cushion in 
polyester resin (washable with 
special surface treatment)
Available colors: white, beige, 
brown, red, gray.

(quilted cushions available in 
Europe & UK only)

1.5” Standard 
Chiavari Cushion

Classical semi-square Chiavari seat 
with double piping 15 1/4” x 15 
3/4” x 1 1/2”. Washable polyester 
cover with a zipper filled with 1.5’’ 
urethane foam. Attaches to the 
chair back legs with velcro straps. 
Standard colors: white, ivory (natu-
ral) and black. Cushions usable on 
both sides.

2” Custom Fit TOP 
Chiavari Cushion

Shaped like the Chiavari seat for 
the perfect look, luxurious double 
piping. Washable polyester cover 
with a zipper. Filled with 1’’ uretha-
ne foam & fiber batting. Attaches 
to the chair back legs with velcro 
straps. Standard colors: white, 
ivory (natural) and black. Cushions 
usable on both sides.

Pad & Cushion Bag for Storage and Transportation

Makes transportation easy while protecting and organizing for storage. Sewed-in 
rigid bottom, wide top opening for easy access and counting, reinforced handles. 
Suggested capacity 15 to 30 pads or cushions depending upon size.
Standard color: gray 
Dimensions: 38”x 17” x 17”
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Chiavari Chairs 
Accessories

“engage”
by drake

the perfect look
comes from 

perfect details
for breathtaking & unforgettable events

1” RIGID PADS

avoiding using velcro to secure 
your seat... 
  is now an option!



special vinyl cover

Our Chiavari rigid seat pads could be 
finished by cotton supported special 
vinyls. Our vinyls are fire rated, with a 
very high abrasion resistance (2000 
cycles with a 20N load ref. UNI 4818-
15). They are very easy to clean, with 
water and a mild soap.
material: PVC 87.5% + cotton 12.5%
weight: 640 g/m2 +/- 50
flammability standards: 
1 IM UNI9175 / USA MVSS 302

special fabric cover

Custom colors are available as fabric 
applied on our Chiavari rigid seat pads. 
Modacrylic is fire rated, with a very high 
abrasion resistance (55,000 martindale 
cycles), UV resistance (EN ISO 105-
B02 @ 4/5), rubbing resistance (EN 
ISO 105-X12, wet @ 4/5, dry @4/5)
material: 100 Modacrylic
weight: 295 g/m2 +/- 15
flammability standards: 
1 IM UNI9175 / EN 1021-1:2006 & 
EN1021-2:2006.

engage rigid seat pads

Good look, very low maintenance, taylored resin 
rigid base, with soft vinyl leather-textured cover 
and a 1’’ urethane foam. Our new upholstered 
Chiavari pads give the option of avoiding using 
velcro bullets:

• no modification to the chair necessary
• the pad engages with the contour of the chair creating 
a lock between the seat and the rear legs requiring 
it to be lifted vertically and parallel to the floor to 
disengage.

• the chairs can be used with or without the pads 
without worrying of the velcro adhesive bullets on the 
seat.

• available in white or black vinyl as a standard. 
Covers can be customized with a rainbow of colors/
materials, see below.



Chairs Handling

chair pallets 
& dollies

by drake

Pallet & Dollies

Chair pallets help to protect the chairs during 
storage and transportation and make chair 
stack handling easier. 



structurechip ispra chiavari

fan chateau louis

structurechip ispra

DR Chair Pallet

material: thermoformed HDPE 
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 17.75” x 35.5”
external: 18.25” x 36”
straps: external
long side clearance: 28” (pallet jacks)
short side clearance: chair trucks
casters: none
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS 
or PALLET JACKS

DE Elongated 
Chair Pallet

material: thermoformed HDPE 
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 43.5”
external: 18.5” x 44”
straps: 2”
casters: none 
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS

RG Chair Pallet & Dolly

Chair tray, basic configuration:
material: PP structural foam
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 35”
external: 18.5” x 35.5”
straps: 1.25”
to be used with HAND TRUCKS

Optional:

Chair pallet configuration 
tray + 4 pallet feet
long side clearance: 27.25” 
(pallet jacks)
short side clearance: 10.25” 
to be used with PALLET JACKS

Chair cart configuration 
tray + 2 casters 2.5” swivel 
+ 2 pallet feet + lift jack

Chair dolly configuration 
tray + 4 casters 2.5” swivel 

 *casters not included



Chairs Handling

chair trucks 
& carts

by drake

Making life 
easier



Chair Cart

Perfect solution for Hotels and Banquet Halls 
where moving chairs through elevators and 
narrow corridors might be a challenge and the use 
of efficient but bulky Chair Trucks is difficult. 
That is why we came up with a solution, adapting 
our famous custom made HDPE thermoformed 
chair pallet to a sturdy welded steel frame with an 
easy to pull handlebar.

• Max Suggested load: 30 chairs 
• 2 regular and 2 swivel 4” casters 
  (Polyurethane on Polyolefin) 
• Net Weight: 30 lbs.

Chair Handtruck

Our single axle chair handtruck is a good
and cheaper alternative to a chair truck.
Specifications: 
• 2 pneumatic wheels/10”
• folding forks

Chair Truck

SELF BALANCING... NO EFFORT!!! 
Strong sturdy, a major help in handling chairs. 
Every task involving moving chairs will be easier. 
Truck width: 28”
• 4 pneumatic wheels/10” closed cell foam tires,
  ball bearing hubs
• powder coated steel frame
• expanded metal backguard & 54” aluminum 
  fenders to protect load from rubbing on tires
• 34” long forks, 7/8” diameter, 14 3/4” apart, 
  designed for heavy duty hauling
• MAX LOAD: 750 lbs.



Making life 
easier

Chairs Handling

chair 
covers

by drake



fan chateau louis

structurechip

ispra

Economy Stack Cover for Folding Chair

Non-woven polyester material. Breathable fabric. 52” lateral slit 
with Velcro eases up positioning of the cover on the stack and 
a Velcro buckle for extra security. Bottom edge is hemmed for 
durability.  Dim. 18” x 35 1/2” x 58” high

HQ Stack Cover for Folding Chair

Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair 
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25 
folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning 
of the cover on the stack.  Dim. 17 1/2” x 35” x 58” high

Economy Stack Cover for High Back Folding

Non-woven polyester material. Breathable fabric.
52” lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning of the cover on 
the stack and a Velcro buckle for extra security. Bottom edge is 
hemmed for durability.  Dim. 18” x 42” x 58” high

HQ Stack Cover for High Back Folding

Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair 
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25 
high back folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up 
positioning of the cover on the stack. Dim. 18” x 42” x 58” high

heavy duty canvas bags 
for folding chairs

Heavy duty canvas bags, for transportation and storage of 4 
folding chairs (please specify standard or high back chair)

standard 
folding chairs

high back 
folding chairs

HQ Stack Cover for Ispra Folding Chair

Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair 
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25 
folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning 
of the cover on the stack. 
Dim. 18 1/2” x 37” x 65” high

Ispra 
folding chairs



New
...

Chairs Handling

Chiavari 
stackers

by drake

Making life 
easier



Chiavari Stackers & Movers

Very compact solution expressely developed for 
our Chiavari chairs. This structure fits 4 stacks of 5 
Chiavari ea. (20 chairs) in a very small footprint that 
can be developed vertically, saving huge amounts 
of money for storage. Furthermore there is no need 
to repack the chairs, they can be shipped as is, just 
unstack the 20 chair shipping unit and load 
everything onto the truck.

dimensions:  1000 x 1200 x 1950h [mm]
  40 x 47 x 77h [inches] 
weight capacity: 250 kg | 550 lbs.

from warehouse 
to truck...
and back to 
warehouse

up to 40 chiavari chairs: 
storage only 

up to 24 Chiavari chairs: 
storage & shipping 
that allows to go from warehouse 
to truck, and back to warehouse in 
no time, with minimum labor cost.


